The next level – now in its 14th year, the TUNE IT! SAFE! campaign is even more
highly charged. The new campaign car of the Initiative for Safe Tuning is just
electrifying. TUNE IT! SAFE! consistently focuses on progressive automobile tuning with the BMW i8 by AC Schnitzer. Over the course of a year,
the plug-in hybrid sports car developed by BMW with an original
police car design will be touring through Germany to raise awareness of safe and regulation-compliant tuning.

SPECIFICATIONS SHEET: BMW i8 by AC Schnitzer

It is the athletic front, impressive gull-wing doors and progressive line design that
make the BMW i8 Coupé into a fascinating car. With extensive tuning components
from AC Schnitzer and ultra-high-performance Hankook tyres, along with a special
signalling system from Hella and official film décor from FOLIATEC.com, the
TUNE IT! SAFE!-campaign car is clearly a futuristic eye catcher.

Specifications
Vehicle type

BMW i8 Coupé

Engine/motor

Plug-in hybrid (petrol engine: 1.5 l
| electric motor)

Displacement

1.499 cm

Maximum speed

250 km/h

Maximum speed, electric only

120 km/h

Acceleration 0-100 km/h

4,4 Sekunden

Output | max. torque (system)

275 kW (374 PS) | 570 Nm

Output | max. torque (electric)

105 kW (143 PS) | 250 Nm

Fuel consumption combined*

1,8 l/100 km

Electric consumption combined*

14.0 kWh/100 km

CO2 emissions combined*

42.0 g/km
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TUNE IT! SAFE! POLICE CAR

TUNE IT! SAFE! – tuning features
Ultra-high-performance tyres, type: Ventus S1 evo 3 size:
245/35 R21 (front) and 285/30 R21 (rear)
Complete wheel set - light alloy forged wheel rim AC1
BiColor front 8.5 x 21“ | rear 9.5 x 21“

AC Schnitzer

Carbon fibre aerodynamics kit (front spoiler elements,
centre front spoiler, bonnet top, mirror cover set, door grip
recess set, side sill set, air outlet set front/rear, front side
wings left/right,Rear diffusor, three-part, “Racing” rear
wing), front radiator grille set

AC Schnitzer

Suspension spring set | front approx. 20 mm |
rear approx. 20 mm

AC Schnitzer

Aluminium pedals, aluminium cover Black Line for iDrive
Controller, Aluminium shift paddle set

AC Schnitzer

Official police foil décor, SECURLUX safety foil
Special signalling system „RTK 7“, flashing beacons

FOLIATEC.COM
Hella

* The official fuel consumption, CO2 emission figures and power consumption were measured using the methods required according to Regulation VO (EU) 715/2007 as amended. In this vehicle, different figures than those published here may apply for the assessment of
taxes and other vehicle-related duties which are (also) based on CO2 emissions. Range is dependent on a variety of factors, above all personal driving style, street conditions, outside temperature, heating/air conditioning/preheating. For further details on official consumption figures, official specific CO2 emissions and power consumption of new cars, please refer to the „Manual on fuel consumption, CO2 emissions and power consumption of new cars“ available free of charge at all sales outlets, from Deutsche Automobil Treuhand
GmbH (DAT), Hellmuth-Hirth-Str. 1, 73760 Ostfildern-Scharnhausen and at https://www.dat.de/co2/.

